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or online specialists or sponsorship consultants – it may also suggest that you have 
already decided how to split up your spend. 

Even the simple act of settings sums of money against different communications 
channels – with corresponding internal and external resources – may lead to what has 
been described as ‘silo thinking’. At worst:

“This may or may not be the right thing to do, but it says ‘Sponsorship’ on my 
business card, so if we don’t do any… I’m out of a job.”

It would be a saintly agency staffer or marcomms client who never had such dark 
thoughts. Yet ‘business card budgeting’ hardly seems the most scientific way to optimise 
the effectiveness of your marketing. And so, let us deal first – not with the easy grift 
of agency pitches – but the hard graft of how to clarify your role as a client in the  
21st century.
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Tough Love 
Preface

You don’t have time to read this right now. You’re busy, busy, busy. Meetings, meetings, 
meetings. Agencies to brief. Pitches to run. Projects to dish out.

But, whoa there. Time out. Chill. Let’s think for a minute. You know that staff 
recruitment and motivation are vital to your success. But that also applies to picking 
and managing agencies. The right internal and external resources can help you 
keep your job longer than the all-too-short tenure enjoyed by the average marketing 
director. Because you do not intend to be an average marketing director. You plan  
to be exceptional.

This book aims to help you choose and work with external partners. But before  
we delve into the sexy world of agency selection, let’s start with some tough love.

Are you really spending your time developing the brand and the business? Or are 
you just running around managing agency relationships? Because, let’s face it, they’re 
not the same thing. It’s an important question, not just for marketing specialists, but for 
anyone concerned with the effective use of company resources. 

Inevitably, taking pitches from creative types who think the sun shines out of your 
astonishingly attractive budget is more fun than arguing with production, working with 
truculent distributors or haggling with heartless buyers.

But, quite possibly, it may be less important for the health of the business or your 
own career. More fatally – as you brief your ad agencies or PR firms or designers  
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You have the title ‘Marketing Director’. Congratulations, you have up to 18 months 
in which to prove yourself. (Since that is the axiomatic average of the job’s tenure 

these days.) Or maybe you merely aspire to be Marketing Director, that’s probably safer. 
Either way, here’s some quickfire advice that may stop you being fired quick.

Cover Your ass: We’re not talking about the all-too-common buck-passing and 
‘grassing’ that thrives in today’s cowardly corporate blame culture. We’re talking about 
doing the basic due diligence of the job. So that, with hand on heart and all the key 
information in mind, you can defend the decisions you make.

Gather intelliGenCe: The critical part of the due diligence is market intelligence. 
Is there historic data on the elasticity of demand for your product? What are the 
factors that drive profits – and which do you have any control or inf luence over?  
Can you form a view about your brand’s responsiveness to different forms of marketing 
and competitive pressure? And can you keep in mind that this is still like driving by 
looking in the rear view mirror?

Keep it Simple: Information can easily overwhelm you. Real-world complexity rises so 
fast that millions spent on factoral analysis and ‘real-time’ computer simulation may not 
help. Situations can be changed by small events or even illogical actions - so you have 
to learn to work with uncertainty. Remember, you’re planning to be a competitor not 
an armchair stato. Get the best information you can on the issues that matter, but stick 
with the scientific truism that the least complex, most elegant solution is probably best. 
Simple strategies based on proven principles, flexibly, forcefully and rapidly applied, 
will see you through.
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logo-cop feeling unloved – at some point, you will probably need some sort of agency to 
help you deliver your plans, or even write them.

But before we talk about specific strategies and tactics for selecting the right 
agency, it’s essential to define your needs. This next section offers some philosophical 
observations to help you do just that: clarification of your needs and your own attitudes.
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Don’t Sweat the Small Stuff: Aesthetics are important and fun, but you have bigger 
fish to fry. If you find yourself spending oodles of time arguing fonts, colour and 
photography with your agency, quit and sign up for art college. Or at least, be honest 
with yourself. Is your taste simply awful? (In which case, better leave such decisions to 
people with the talent, training and experience for it.) Or, is your agency simply lacking 
the craft or real-world perspective to take care of this stuff for you? (In which case, get 
an agency whose staff do have the talent, training and experience for it.)

foCus on what matters: Everybody at your company knows what you make.  
But do you know what your customers’ value? That’s the essence of your Customer 
Value Proposition - an attempt to define and develop the drivers that enhance the 
customers’ satisfaction (and valuation - monetary, practical and/or emotional) of 
your brand. Once defined, the question is how to align your business strategy, 
methods and budgets (including marketing) with what customers value. So, if it 
doesn’t matter to customers – trade and consumer alike – it shouldn’t matter to you.  
Nothing simpler...

anD Yet?: Life is changing fast for most modern marketers. In most situations, 
there are now more choices and challenges: more competitors, more powerful 
distributors, more routes to market, more communications channels, harder-to-
reach audiences. The idea that you will inevitably need a traditional ad agency for 
your annual press burst or a typical PR firm for your immutable autumn offensive  
is dangerously past its sell by date.

Nonetheless, whether you have an over-arching remit that covers a new ‘live-the-
brand’ company-wide culture as well as the 4 P’s of classical marketing – or are just a 
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Here’s a thought: you could do all the work in-house, you know. That’s how some 
of the world’s biggest agencies started: as in-house departments. Sure, it was  

a more innocent era, but it does show that the question – of whether to ‘buy or rent’ 
marketing services – is not so simple.

But first let’s talk resources. All marketing operates with a combination of internal 
and external resources. In hiring an agency, the question is where do you draw  
the line?

There are two schools of thought. The ‘minimal-f ixed-cost’ school favours  
a tight core internal team which then deploys a range of external consultants 
and contractors. The ‘our-people-are-our-greatest-assets’ school favours a fully 
f ledged internal team which is nurtured and trained, but where outside spending  
is considered a failure.

Inevitably, the best agencies tend to favour the second model, but would prefer 
their clients swayed to the first. To decide for yourself which you favour, consider the 
questions of talent and cost. Some types of talent are highly suitable to employ full time: 
a marketing leader, for example; some customer-insightful sorts; a project manager 
or two; a market or product expert or three; a comms coordinator; and some internal 
comms bods. 

But when it comes to the creative side of life, you have to ask how many of those 
blessed with such gifts are best suited to the client side? Maybe the focus on a single 
company’s business is not the best way to attract and grow the finest copywriters.

As to the question of cost: you might think it’s expensive using agencies. But consider 
the alternative. All these odd, often argumentative, creative types sitting around your 
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speCialists versus generalists?

There are now more ‘specialist’ agencies than angels dancing on the head of a pin. 
There are specialists by discipline, by channel, by sector, by category, by industry,  
by audience... in advertising, PR, DM, sales promotion, B2B, brand and design, online, 
digital, viral, sponsorship, sports, TV, product placement, internal communications, 
events, research, quall and quant, CRM agencies and the rest.

Do you pick one firm for each channel? Or a new one for every project? Can you run 
a roster? Or can you call on a single agency to effectively meet most of your needs?

If this old chestnut really were a conker, it’d be world champ by now. But here are  
a few simple rules-of-thumb to help you smash it to smithereens.

You’ll probably want more than one agency:

 – if you a have a large budget

 – have time, resource and expertise to manage a roster of agencies

	 –	are	confident	that	any	integration	can	be	handled	by	you	and	your	team

 – are not sure you’d like to risk all on one agency

For those of us who like to think in adages it’s ‘horses for courses’ as opposed 
to ‘eggs in one basket’.
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office full time – if they come in on time – stretching the dress code and the pay scheme 
as a matter of principle.

So, hiring rather than buying-your-own marketing services can control costs. And 
you can always walk away if it doesn’t work. (Subject to contractual terms, naturally.)

aGenCies: what’s out there?
We’ll pass over the question of business strategy. Let’s assume it’s in order, so no need to 
call in the management consultants ‘to borrow your watch and tell you the time’.

Your CVP is written and passes the CDAS test? (That is, your Customer Service 
Proposition is compelling, differentiated, achievable and sustainable?) Yes? Right, let’s 
move on swiftly. You can turn your CVP into a marketing plan yourself, if you wish, or 
you can get some outside help.

Any consultancy working for you on this kind of fundamental planning should  
be media neutral, as the phrase goes, though some may baulk at any aspect  
of implementation.

Your good old specialist ad agency will, of course, offer to help. But it’s not 
necessarily their bag. Indeed, all the specialist communication agencies would offer 
their services. However, you have to weigh channel expertise against a natural bias to 
their own craft skills.

Alternatively, there are agencies around – and I’m sure the sponsors of this modest 
tome are a rare example – who are genuinely indifferent to the marketing solution, so 
long as it works, and who can deliver a significant subset of the work to be implemented 
from your marketing plan.
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what kinD of relationship: projeCt or ‘aGenCy of reCorD’?

Over the past decade, there has been a distinct shift towards ‘project style’ working. This 
has also been reflected in more project-based relationships with agencies. (As ever, Jack 
Welch has the right angle. ‘Everything is a project,’ he says and who can argue?) For a 
number of reasons, though, the Marketing Director should keep an eye on the tendency 
to pick an agency for each project (unless the projects are absolutely enormous!)

It reduces your clout, partly because it’s more difficult for the agency to make money. 
(Should you care? Yes, if you don’t want them cutting corners on your project.)

When you can’t justify a “proper” agency selection process for each assignment, 
project managers can become too fond of “running” their own pet agency. And  
when each project means a manager, and each manager wants their own agency... sooner 
or later, ‘there be trouble at mill’. Of course, silo thinking, empire protectionism and the 
free expression of every project managers’ personal foibles will be unhelpful spin-offs 
from any project mindset. But, perhaps more crucially, even with a well-marhsalled in-
house team and tight thinking, overall brand management will be challenging.

Why? Remember, every agency’s work concerns brand, not just the brand agency’s. 
A ‘project agency’ won’t necessarily see the bigger picture. (How can you expect them 
to ‘see the wood’ when you’ve only asked them to look closely at one tree?) You want a 
proactive agency? But you only pay them reactively, for piece-work.

Even if every agency for every project has no other agenda than meeting 
your brief ‘on brand’, they are all different: they do things differently, sometimes 
unintentionally. And so, over time, like evolution in reverse, by a myriad of tiny 
alterations too subtle to notice as they happen, your carefully cultivated brand  
can turn into an undifferentiated primordial soup.
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Conversely, you may prefer to develop a ‘partnership-type’ relationship with  
a single media-neutral agency: 

 – if you want a more cohesive through-the-line campaign

 – sport a more modest budget

 – have minimal marketing division of labour

 – have neither the time nor inclination to spend your life on the pitch trail

 – welcome a degree of delegation to your agency

 – seek impartial advice on how to allocate your budget effectively

While putting most of your ‘eggs in one basket’ may seem self-evidently cavalier, 
you may still feel that your chickens are more likely to hatch with the warmth  
of proximity. (Or, to put it another way, your close working relationship may produce  
a core brand idea and an interlocking cross-discipline campaign that is stronger than 
more diffracted efforts.)

So, rather than a choice between specialist or generalist, maybe we should look  
at it as a choice between silo and honeycomb thinking?
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by 15%. The phrase zero-sum-game comes to mind. 

The grand old man of 20th century advertising, David Ogilvy, quaintly suggested 
you should offer your agencies 1% higher commission than they ask.

You suspect Ogilvy didn’t work in procurement, but he had a point. Your brand 
demands commitment and sustained creative enthusiasm. Such things rarely flourish 
where cost is king. Because, believe it or not, all agencies believe themselves to be 
underpaid – for the very sound reason that clients don’t actually pay for ideas. Yet we 
can all appreciate the value of a great idea. Usually after we’ve used it.

So what is the best philosophy on agency costs? I reckon: decide what you value in 
your agency’s work. Pay handsomely for it, and haggle them for the rest. This will focus 
their minds wonderfully on what you really want from them.

manaGinG rosters

Roster is an odd word really, redolent of the catering corps rather than the exotic 
world of marketing. It suggests randomness, or ‘Buggin’s Turn’. You may want 
a roster, all the same.

There are many ways to foster a roster. You can pick agencies for markets, for 
products, for brand groups. You can pick them by functionality or service specialism. 
You can have multi-agencies in each cell and operate a sort of perma-pitch where only 
the strong shall survive trial-by-client every time a staff poster proves wanted.

But is this wheel re-invention and hoop-jumping really necessary? Granted, it’s one 
way of putting lots of agencies to the test, and may lead to a more grown-up, long-
term relationship – or not. It can also be a means for more junior marketing people 
to fill up their weeks with briefing and pitching, while avoiding more fundamental 
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The alternative is to start with a principle: deploy the fewest number of agencies 
consistent with the needs of your business.

The next question is: If you find this ‘agency or two’, do you retain their services? 
It’s another old chestnut, I’m afraid. No client really ‘retains’ any agency these days. 
What looks like a ‘monthly retainer’ to your FD’s untrained eye is merely an agreed sum 
which amortizes the projected person-hours to be expended on your business.

In other words, rather than charge you for work time-on-line, the agency sums its 
service costs (usually excluding production) and charges them evenly over the campaign 
period. Since most agency work is front-end heavy, this practice helps client cash-flow. 
Since clients can be fickle, the arrangement also gives agencies added peace of mind.

manaGinG Costs

If you work in marketing, you already know this: contrary to popular belief, there is 
never enough money. In fact, the proportion of spending is often in inverse proportion 
to the size of the brand. (In other words, while bigger brands may have bigger budgets in 
absolute terms, they often spend relatively less than challenger brands.)

So, budget management is a core skill for the modern marketer. And yet, you will  
be judged on what you add to the brand, not what you cut from the budget.

At the end of the proverbial day, there are only two things: costs and benefits.  
And costs are easier to get a handle on. 

So, the big temptation is to focus your attention on soft costs like advertising 
budgets, fees, production margins and the rest. The trick for the Marketing Director 
is to keep things in perspective. Try not to get sucked into the nightmare scenario 
where – to justify the existence of the procurement function – all budgets are cut  
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– the failure to realise that the single big idea which galvanises the marketing of the 
whole enterprise… could be a PR initiative.

The fragmentation of paid-for media has passed power to the consumer. We 
have entered an age of open media and, who knows, the corridors of power for your 
communication could be accessed by online gateways. But, a viral campaign –  
is that PR? Is it digital marketing? Who but the ‘specialist’ agencies cares? For you,  
it’s a matter of freeing the mind.

Which takes us back to PR pitches. Establish your challenges and your issues, take  
an open view as to how they might be addressed and line up the best bunch of minds to 
do battle. 

But old demarcations die hard. Agencies that can deliver campaigns at a consistent 
high quality level across a range of disciplines are quite rare. So, you’ll need to look 
carefully to find a firm which, without prejudice, can assess your case and generate the 
best solution... without fear that the outcome will favour a different specialism than their 
own. (Indeed, you could always consider the sponsors of this booklet.)

And so, enough of this philosophising, onto the pitch process proper and tight 
thinking, overall brand management will be challenging.
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but less fun tasks. You may find it simply leads your company to spend too much 
time and money on agencies. More frustrating still, when life is lived bottom-up,  
no-one has the time or vision to help you, the Marketing Director, with the issues  
on which you will be judged.

Let’s repeat the principles: hire the fewest possible agencies consistent with the 
needs of your business. And go for the brightest, not the cheapest.

aGenCies: are they all the Same?

You might ask whether all this stuff about choosing agencies applies equally to different 
types of agencies like, say, PR firms.

If I can generalise wildly, PR agencies differ from other, so-called ‘creative agencies’ 
in a number of ways.

Firstly, and sadly, pitches tend to be much less interesting. While some PR agencies 
have ideas to pitch, most sell some form of media relations. This is not too visual and, 
if you’ve seen one conversion-from-column-inches-to-equivalent-ad-spend, you’ve  
seen enough.

Secondly, PR is generally the most reactive type of marketing. So you are assessing 
the firm’s ability to react well. Again, not really the stuff of classic presentations.

Thirdly, and this is perhaps the main thing: Will the proposed PR account director 
have the credibility to represent you to the ferocious hacks at Welders Weekly, and look 
the part at a lunch with your CEO. If that’s what matters, the PR pitch doesn’t make for 
much of a day out.

Nevertheless, I prefer to look at the ideas bit. As with all mini-disciplines, PR has 
built itself something of separatist empire. But with splendid isolation comes weakness 
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it’s a good idea in business, as in life, to pick the right partners. Failure to do so usually 
ends in tears, loss of money and loss of opportunity. 

In business, your marketing agency can be a crucially important partner. Pick the 
wrong agency and you’ll be in a hell of a marketing marriage. Pick the right agency and 
you may live happily ever after, producing a whole brood of multi-dimensional, brand-
building, value-adding campaigns and making a helluva lot of money.

So, how do you go about getting into bed with the right agency? This section 
provides some fatherly advice about the dating and mating game of agency selection. So 
that, when you do review your promotional affairs, you’ll pick the perfect partner. (Or, at 
least, you won’t find yourself in an endless frog-snogging situation.) 

And, in case you think that this only applies to people with mega-spends, I would 
suggest that the costs of getting it wrong weigh heavy, no matter how big or small your 
marketing budget.

Step One
The Marketing Brief

So, you’d like to choose an agency? Well, you should stop right now. Because, 
though agency selection can be educational, challenging and fun, you need to  
take the time to think about how you’re going to do it. Or more important, if you need 
to do it.
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Step Two
The Campaign Brief

Step 2 is to prepare your agency brief. It should be exactly that: brief. Two A4 pages 
should do it. The brief should answer the following questions.

1. what is the CampaiGn meant to aChieve?

If you don’t know where you’re going, you’ll probably end up somewhere else. That’s 
why it’s important to sort out your objectives. Because it will inform every other decision 
you make.

Whatever you define as the role for your communication, it must be clear and feasible.  
It might be to get your company’s products noticed. It might be to change attitudes. It 
might be to increase trial or frequency of use, or to generate leads. It might be to boost 
corporate morale or to make the City into close personal friends. It might be any of 
these, but it cannot be all of them.

You want to address the fundamental market issue or problem, and sort out exactly 
how you think a marketing campaign can affect this. And remember, unhelpful 
blandishments ‘To increase sales’ do not count.

2. what is the SCope of the brief?

This is crucial because it will point you to, or away from, certain sorts of agencies. You 
have to ask yourself ‘Is this brief above the line, below the line, through the line? Or 
what line?’ Some agencies thrive on integration. Some understand the power of PR and 
online. Some don’t. Some relish NPD work, and some still just want to blow all your 
cash on a fancy TV commercial for their reel. 
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Possibly, just possibly - and I expect this will be edited out - you don’t really need 
an agency. Not because, in Emerson’s deluded dictum, you’ve built a better mousetrap 
and the world will beat a path to your door. (After all, the world is full of leading-edge 
mousetrap makers who find that even opportunity doesn’t come knocking.)

No, sometimes you don’t need to spend money on marketing because you don’t offer 
anything worth marketing.

In recent years, we’ve all heard politicians say there’s nothing wrong with the ‘product’: 
it’s just the presentation that’s awry. But the reality is, it’s the reality that matters.

You can now fool less and less of the people, less and less of the time. In the 1950s, 
Ogilvy could announce that ‘The consumer is not a moron; she is your wife’. (Hey,  
it was a joke, even back then.)

Either way, today’s marketing takes good products produced by good companies, 
and helps them sell more. It does not paper over cracks.

So, before you start calling any agencies, brief ly review your product offering. 
Produce a marketing brief: a concise document on business background and objectives; 
target market; company and product positioning and proposition. Cover distribution, 
your key competitors and the central marketing challenges you face. 

If you believe your marketing plan needs some agency help, then proceed to  
Chapter 2. The marketing brief you’ve just created will be invaluable for the agencies 
you eventually select to pitch.
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But try to avoid leaping chasms, especially if your product really does have a steep 
competitive downside and your would-be bridge is largely image-based.

For instance, you may want people to feel that Fizzy Metalade has a rich, healthy 
heritage. But if Metalade is actually a cheap new drink from Albania which has been 
shown to make mice go blind, you’ll have your work cut out.

5. BuDGet

This will carry with it some media implications. Of course, your budget should relate 
to the scale of the task. But don’t ask the agencies to tell you how much it will cost to 
accomplish the task. Quite naturally, optimistic agencies tend to convert entirely task-
orientated budgets to ionospheric levels. My personal record was £13 million. And that 
was not at today’s prices.

6. requisites 

If you’re inhibited by law, self-regulation or just your MD’s taste, say so.

7. other essentials 

Lastly, remember to account for and make known other practicalities which affect the 
team working on the brief - agreed timescales, approval process, sign-off etc. 
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3. anD who, exaCtly, are we talKinG to? 

Try and be helpful to someone generating ideas to your brief. Your target might  
be AB professionals 50+. But that covers Jimmy Greaves and Jeremy Paxman. In 
other words, socio/economic/age/sex is not enough. Try to paint an imaginative  
(not imaginary) description of your ideal consumer. What is that person like?

What interests them? What are their favourite TV programmes ? Which magazines, 
movies, books, music, websites do they like? What are their hopes and fears? How do 
they see the world? Use lifestyle analysis, qualitative research, cross holdings analysis, 
TGI data: anything that suits your market and can flesh out your target audience.

4. how do they See the proDuCt/ServiCe now?

How do you want them to see it? You love your product. But, let’s face it, not everyone 
shares your enthusiasm. (Otherwise you wouldn’t need to work so hard.) Find out what’s 
positive about current perceptions. What’s negative? And what’s the gap between where 
you are and where you’d like to be? 

If your product does offer real competitive advantages, the job is a little easier. 
(Bearing in mind that the doting marketing director often sees benefits in his or her 
beloved product that are more wishful than actual.)

Sad to say, rational differences are becoming more and more difficult to develop  
and sustain. And often the only thing which separates products in the consumer’s mind 
is actually in the consumer’s mind.

So, try to assess the role of brand image in people’s real experience of your product: 
the non-rational ‘aura’ that attracts or repels customers. Reasonable gaps between 
current perception and your ideal positioning can be bridged.
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(f) ‘I’m new to the job’ An very common reason to review. If you’re new, what better way 
to get to the heart of your challenges than the process we describe here? Unfortunately, 
the average tenure of a marketing director is said to be just 18 months. So perhaps it’s 
understandable that agencies dread the idea of a new broom every one and a half years.

Clearly there are good reviews and bad reviews. You may have more than one reason. 
To find out if you are a good client or bad client give yourself...

 1 point for: .......................................... (a)

 minus 2 points for: ............................. (b)

 2 points for: ......................................... (c)

 3 points for: ......................................... (d)

 minus 1 point for: ............................... (e)

 1 point for: ........................................... (f)

GooD Client/baD Client analysis:

If you score 0 (or less): You are a client of straw. You are in breach of both aspects 
of Kant’s categorical imperative: “Respect for persons” and “Act such that the maxim  
of your will could become a universal law”.

1 to 2: You are very normal and should go into your agency review with a snowy white 
conscience. But beware of slippage.

3 to 6: You are an exemplary client. Agencies will delight in your presence.

7: Have you cheated?
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Step Three
The Agency People

You now have yourself a marketing strategy, a brief and, most important, a budget. 
Consequently, you will appear formidably high-powered to most prospective agencies.

Talking of agencies, what’s wrong with the one you’ve got? Clarify for yourself, 
‘Why are you reviewing?’ Classically, there are six potential reasons. We’ll call them 
(a), (b), (c), (d), (e) and (f). These are:

(a) ‘Statutory review’ A mandatory, compulsory, contractual, periodic review 
beloved of government depar tments and banks and, in fact, not a bad idea. 
(Although enormously irritating to the agency currently giving you the best work  
on the planet.)

(b) ‘Keep the current agency on its toes’ A rather crass, time-consuming agency 
relationship management technique. Remember, you may not be a client forever.

(c) ‘Current campaign no good’ A reasonable reason to review, but why is the work no 
good? Is the reason, dare one ask, the client? If so, ask not for whom the bell tolls... And 
I presume you’ve given the agency a chance to fix the situation?

(d) ‘Current agency no good’ A slightly more common reason where someone else chose 
the agency. But, if true, it’s an unarguable cause for review.

(e) ‘Keep up with what’s out there’ I can think of quicker, cheaper ways of achieving this 
than an agency pitch. Search your psyche. Do you just like getting presentations?
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However, you may not be comfortable as an agency’s 36th biggest client. Or as  
60% of an agency’s billings. The general rule is ‘big enough to cope, small enough  
to care’.

aGenCy tone: Some agencies are buzzing, but may miss the odd contact note. Others 
are reasonably reliable, but will not set the heather alight and may leave you applauding 
someone else’s marketing campaign at the next awards dinner. (Not that such ephemera 
should concern you, much.)

But the fact is, sometimes choosing IBM is wrong. As Erica Jong once said “To risk 
nothing is to risk everything”. You are looking for a combination of professionalism and 
creativity. And the more of both, the better.

You’re not necessarily looking for an organisation whose culture is the same 
as your company’s. (You’d be as well doing the work in-house.) But you are looking 
for an agency that is capable of strong sympathy with your market, who want to 
understand your business and who - from top to bottom - do not see the client as  
‘a necessary evil’.

aGenCy Start-ups: When the world’s f inest account man, creative and planner 
break away and form a new agency, the expectation is often that glory beckons. 
Sometimes it works. But, in some respects, all start-ups are the same. Such agencies 
will have a desire to ‘break the mould’ - even really good moulds. You don’t need  
to go and see them to know that they have no track record as an agency, poor back-up 
and, initially at least, implausibly basic offices. But, if you boldly go where others fear to 
tread, you may get infinite enthusiasm and life long commitment from quality people. 
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more than 7: Try a recount. (And check the budget section on your brief while you’re  
at it.)

nb: If your budget is more than 10% of an agency’s billings, none of the above applies. 
You are automatically an outstandingly wise and good client.

Anyway, if you’ve passed this test and are going ahead (or failed but don’t care), 
you’ll need to try and profile the kind of agency you need. Visiting agencies takes  
a serious amount of time (ie money) and you can save yourself lots by thinking  
a little. (Which contrary to popular belief does not take much time). 

So what are you looking for in an agency? There is, of course, no general answer  
to the question of what should you be looking for. It’s up to you. 

You might be looking for:

 – Marketing strategy assistance or help with innovation

 – Core brand ideas or campaign implementation

 – People you can work with or who know your sector

 – Good creative reputation or just good work

(which might mean: effective, exciting, award-winning, good value)

By now, you’re building up a profile. What else is there to consider?

size: Does it matter? Not really. (An old-time agency boss once offered to put hundreds 
of copywriters on the account if the client switched his business to the agency. “What 
about one good one?” replied the client.) 
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Step Four 
The Beauty Parade

You should now have worked out your agency profile, and you now have to decide who 
you and your team are to visit. How?

 – Look out for campaigns you think are doing the business.  
 – Find out who did them.

 – Read the trade papers and speak to trade bodies (IPA, PRCA, DMA, ISP etc.)

 – Scan the directories.

 – Talk to your team and to your peers in the marketing world.

ConfliCtinG aCCounts: Don’t screen these out yet. There is a problem or even  
a Catch 22 here. If you are looking for credentials in your market sector, these are only 
available from agencies who already have a client in your sector or who have just lost 
one. In any case, the conflict is mostly illusory. OK, it would be difficult to run both the 
Qualcast and Flymo accounts in the same agency. Two market leaders, each with 40% 
share, are clearly going to want separate agencies. But most apparent conflicts are no 
such thing.

Does your current agency have the desired profile? If not, do not ask them to pitch. 
75% of incumbent agencies do not succeed in a re-pitch situation. (But then, in a four-
way pitch, neither do 75% of all agencies.)

the lonG list: It’s now time to complete your list of candidate agencies. From here 
on in, the essential rule is to keep control of the process. Phone each agency to ask if 
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loCation: It will be apparent by now that there are a lot of important factors to be 
considered in agency selection. For most major clients, I don’t think location is 
one of them. Your agency should be easily accessible, preferably by land. If not, 
they should at least be near a major airport. Most clients end up buying their agency 
services from their nearest centre of excellence. But it does depend on how you 
define ‘nearest’ and ‘excellence’. There are some great agencies on the west coast  
of the States. But if you possess the powers of persuasion to justify such a choice, then 
you don’t need an agency. You could start your own.
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Assuming all eight agencies have sent you what you asked for, you should now  
go and see them. See them all at their offices over a two or three day period.

Be scrupulously fair. Specify one and a half hours each. Do not accept lunch, 
breakfast, dinner, drink or sex.

Accept mineral water – you’ll find it’s compulsory anyway. Go ahead with your  
check list. (There’s a sample for you at the end of this guide.) Tell the agency how you 
want to use the time and who you want to see. The agencies won’t yet know who they 
might put on your account, so make it clear you don’t want to see the account director.

You will have your own agenda but I suggest the following:

(a) Agency philosophy: Unfortunately there’s no way of avoiding this. If you hear 
anything meaningful, award half a point. Be prepared, though, for a liberal smattering 
of platitudes interspersed with truisms: “We aim to produce distinctive work on time 
and on target to add value to our client’s business”. To see if there is any significance 
in what they’re saying, consider the opposite. If that doesn’t make sense, then discount 
what you hear.

(b) More information about two campaigns: (Ask in advance to see a couple  
of case-studies. Ask about the process of creating a campaign. Ask which agencies 
they admire.

(c) Stay disciplined during the whole process. In other words, make sure your notes from 
the 8th meeting are as copious as from the first. And, if your current agency is on your 
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they’d like to pitch for your business. If yes, have the conversation about conflicting 
accounts. Then you should specify by questionnaire exactly what you want to know from  
each agency.

You should have about eight agencies on your list. If more, prune vigorously. Each 
should meet most of your specification. And remember, you should already know what 
type of agency you need. 

Stay in control. Refuse all meetings at this stage. It is important to obtain as much 
information beforehand as possible, so that when you do go and see them you’ll be able 
to use the time properly. Your questionnaire should specify exactly what you want to 
know, otherwise the agencies will set the agenda. (It is accepted wisdom that statistics 
can be used to prove anything. In fact, the same goes for words.)

Your questionnaire should ask:

 – Who owns the agency?

 – Number of staff, by function?

 – Range of services offered?

	 –	Last	five	years	billings,	revenue	and	profit?

 – List of accounts with billings for each location(s)?

 – Clients lost in last two years - why?

 – Staff lost in last year?

	 –	Samples	of	five	clients’	work.	(You	select	which	clients,	not	the	agency.)

 – List of last three years’ awards, effectiveness and creative, which ads  
   for which clients. (Just to check the awards are for real work on behalf  
   of real clients with real budgets.)
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Step Five 
The Pitch

As to the chosen three, give them your marketing brief, give them your advertising brief, 
give them a great deal of your time. And give them some money. You’ll probably be 
asking them to produce ideas, incur some production costs, probably carrying out some 
research and focus groups. 

It is reasonable to show you mean business and make a contribution. It will, of 
course, be very well received. More importantly, it will be money well spent. Having 
three agencies put some very clever people to work on your business will produce some 
valuable analysis. How much should you pay? Entirely dependent on pitch complexity 
– an international relaunch or a trade campaign?

Be as helpful as you can. Your objective should be to see three outstanding solutions at 
the end of the process. So don’t sit back and wait to see if the agencies have the initiative 
to ask to see the right people in your company. Open your doors to them. Make sure they 
talk to your distributors and your team, at length.

You should also spend some time at the agencies. Not for more marketing blather. As 
you already know, agencies are good at that. No, what you should do is sit in their offices. 
You should observe and question their strategic processes and creative procedures. You 
are trying to explore the space between agency hype and reality. 
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list, then include them in your visits. This may seem odd, but it is the only way to do it.  
It might also be helpful if your current account team doesn’t stay on the business.

illeGal SeleCtion Criteria. The visual amenity of the account director should not be 
allowed to sway your judgement. Nor indeed should the pleasing tuscan red furniture in 
reception. Beware also the seductive powers of flattery. When the agency’s top-banana 
tells you he has rarely encountered such a professionally conducted pitch, or that he has 
never met someone with such a command of both their own business and the world of 
marketing, it is tempting to believe him. Who knows, it may even be true. Nevertheless, 
do not let it go to your head. 

Oh, and watch out for the compelling style of the agency’s new business director. 
Obviously he/she will not be working on your account. In fact, as soon as you 
appoint the agency, the new business director will be off chasing new business.  
So there’s not a lot of point in being impressed. 

It’s a slightly different issue with the dynamic agency Chief Exec. His or her style 
should infuse the agency. But you need to know that he or she will have some input to 
your business before allowing yourself to be won over. 

DeCision time: Sleep on it. Then write down your top three agencies, place the list in an 
envelope, seal it and exchange with the rest of your team. You may choose not to pick the 
short list democratically, but you do want to know what they think.

n.b. Make up your mind within two days and phone the agencies to give them the good 
or bad tidings. Tell the unsuccessful ones why they’ve not made the cut. 
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Tell the agency you’re going to do it, but do not leave it up to them to specify who you  
talk to.

What is the pitch to decide? There are three options. It could be to pick the 
right agency for you, the right strategy or the right idea. You may be comfortable  
with a strategy-only pitch. In fact, some agencies are reluctant to produce creative work  
for a pitch. They argue its inherent artificiality, that it can cloud the real issues, and 
that it diverts resources from existing clients. But most likely you’ll want to see some  
work, anyway. 

It is essential that all three agencies do the same. You cannot judge one agency’s 
strategic analysis against another’s all-singing, all-dancing creative presentation.

Ideally, the best agency, best strategy and best work all lead to the same selection. It 
is distressing when Agency Blue is the best all-round agency for you, but Agency Green 
produces the best solution. The trick is to think though your criteria before selection. 
Personally, I’d put 10 marks at stake on the right agency, and 6 each on strategy  
and solution.

Who goes on the pitch from your company? Presumably you, otherwise why 
are you reading this? The basic rule is that anyone involved in approving the work  
should be there. So, if your chief executive has the right of veto on the campaign  
he should be invited. Of course, one must distinguish between power and influence.  
A chief executive can choose and de-choose agencies, but may choose not to.

You should ask for a pitch presentation in 3 to 5 weeks. If you want the work 
pre-tested, add two weeks. Tell them you’ve allowed two and a half hours to include 
credentials. (You say which credentials.) Specify thirty minutes for open discussion/
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I remember sitting in an agency and overhearing an account manager trying to 
pressurise a creative for some work for a client presentation the next day. Unyielding, 
the creative riposted “If I don’t do the work, there won’t be a meeting, will there?”

Would you be unnerved to hear this kind of thing? Maybe not in the 1980s. But 
you can learn about the kind of agency you’re dealing with, about the balance of power 
between client service and ‘creative quality control’.

Some agencies are conviction agencies, trying to present work they believe the client 
should buy. Some are pragmatic, trying to present work they believe the client will buy. 
It’s important to know which tendency an agency has. Neither is necessarily right or 
wrong, but extremes of either type can be dangerous, or just very aggravating.

You can now relax the lunch embargo. You need to get to know the senior person  
on your agency team. You also need to make it totally clear to the agency boss that,  
if successful, the pitch team will be working on your account.

Astonishingly, some agencies have been known to put together a dream team who 
within a couple of months find themselves overworked. So, firstly they introduce the 
new Planner, Matthew to ‘support’ Jonathon the Planning Director; followed by “I’m 
delighted to say that Matthew is promoted to Senior Planner, and Jonathon will of course 
oversee the account”. (Euphemism for “You’ll never see him again.”)

You may be paranoid, but that doesn’t mean to say the agency might not do all this. 
You should also talk to each agency’s existing clients. You decide which ones. 
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reliable as a Volkswagen’. Believe me, I’ve been in the motor industry for 32 years. That 
line will shift more metal.” If the creative director tries to kill you at this point, award 3 
points. If his chairman looks like he’ll let him, add another 3.

(But if you hear yourself saying this sort of stuff in all seriousness, you should 
leave the meeting immediately, rush outside and throw yourself under a passing  
Ad-trailer.)

After you’ve seen the last agency, go home. Go to sleep. Next day hold a team 
meeting and exchange notes and views. Then pick one agency, and tell the losing 
agencies yourself – and say why.

Of course, it may not be that simple. You may wish to select Agency Blue, but have 
serious reservations about their work. Or, steel yourself for the terrible possibility that 
you may decide you don’t want any of the agencies.

In which case, start again.
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questions. Reintroduce the lunch embargo, you need the time to discuss progress with 
your team.

You and your team should be open throughout the meetings. Respond to what you 
see in a reasonable, human, professional manner. You are not the Grand Inquisitor,  
nor a block of stone. If you like what you see, say so. The agency will have been up until  
3am preparing their presentation. So, where you can be, be motivational. Because 
strangely enough, agency people produce their best work for the people they see as their 
best clients. 

And if you don’t like what you see, or you feel the agency has misread some 
crucial data, say so. Encourage, indeed insist, that all your team do the same. In fact, 
if any of your team remains silent throughout the presentation, but launches into  
a barrage of criticism later, punt them. Yes, you should have a de-brief, but not on issues 
where you need the agency’s response.

Perhaps though, about half-way through the second agency’s presentation, you 
should give yourself a break. 

Ask yourself, does it all have to be quite so intense? So, when you see the campaign, 
tell the creative director that you think it may have potential. But you’d like to run it past 
the chairman’s wife. Tell him it’s quite uncanny how someone outside the industry can 
have such an eye for great work. You might want to embellish this by adding that she sits 
on the Arts Council. This will spook him or her beyond belief.

Or depending on your level of self-indulgence, you can try: “Yes, this campaign is 
really excellent. On-brief, impactful, refreshing. Just one small point, instead of ‘If only 
everything in life’, let’s change the strapline to ‘If only everything on the road was as 
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assuming all has gone to plan, you now have an agency. ‘You’ have an agency? 
Revealing choice of words, I suggest. Many clients talk of ‘their’ agency, ‘my’ 

agency. Phrases like ‘very much an extension of the marketing department’ trip readily 
off the tongues of marketing directors throughout the land. Not too much wrong with 
that you might say, but I suspect it is not the language of partnership. 

The whole idea should be that the agency is separate, independent from you, 
disagreeing with you when it should. You need an agency precisely because creative 
services and some analytical skills are best provided out of house. 

A genuinely skilled copywriter does not want to wax lyrical only on one product, 
even if that product is beer. He or she wants to extend their expertise across different 
sectors. But the client should stop well short of saying “You make the ads. We’ll make 
the powdered milk.”. That is not partnership, it’s abdication. You know your market. 
You orchestrate the marketing mix. You have, it follows, an immense contribution to 
make to the development of any campaign. You are the agency’s partner. It should be 
a relationship of equals, albeit your corporate cheque book probably makes you first 
among equals.

What makes a good relationship? It is often said there’s no such thing as a great 
agency, just great agency-client relationships. In real life, there are some partnerships 
which appear to exceed the sum of their parts. Conversely, some ‘great’ men and women 
have been famously bad at such partnerships. So, what’s the secret?

It’s meeting agreed expectations. Now this clearly involves some communication. 
Firstly, about what you and the agency expect. Secondly, about whether these expectations 
are dashed or met in the course of the relationship. So, what do you expect? This, of 
course, should be in line with your selection criteria, otherwise disappointment looms.
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meDia: If you’re buying full service, make sure you know what the media planning 
function is trying to achieve. If media is separate, spend a lot of time clarifying what 
everyone means by planning and buying. Who is doing what, and who is getting paid for 
doing what? And if you expect media innovation, say so.

wooDs anD trees: Yes, as Marketing Director, you need to take an overview of the 
whole forest. But, unless you enjoy walking into tree trunks, you also need to take a good 
look at the trees sometimes. Small issues like contact report procedure, copy agreement 
process, sign off authority on cost and creative, back up for invoices and the rest of the 
minutiae can cause untold pain and anguish, and ultimately bring the relationship down. 
Build all these into your informal contract.

Is that it on expectations? Well, no. You need to hear what your partner, the agency, 
expects. Primarily, this will be about the timing and quality of your briefs and the 
approval loop, but also about the speed of reaction once the work is written, designed, 
created or whatever. It is regrettably very common for clients to brief an agency at 
something between the eleventh and twelfth hour – or later. (And sometimes add insult 
by sitting on the resulting work for aeons.) If you do that unnecessarily, you’ll get the 
work you deserve. Save your rush briefs for your real rush jobs: those with circumstances 
outside your control.
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Your expectations should be codified, in addition to your formal contract. This 
informal contract should cover what you expect on:

marKet knowleDGe: Would you like the agency to tell you things about your 
market? Henry Ford pointed out that “It is not the employer who pays the wages. He 
only handles money. It is the product that pays wages”. Do you expect the agency  
to become a product expert? Are you planning to pay for them for this resource?

style of Creative exeCution: If you have very strong views or corporate no-go areas, 
tell the agency.

how will You juDGe SuCCess: By far the most important issue.

proaCti v e/reaCti v e: Do you expect the agency to produce init iatives, like 
special one-off ads or PR wheezes, or just to wait for your brief. Tactical or topical 
campaigns can characterise your company as fast moving, accessible, up to date.  
But they do require real organisational commitment from the agency. So, if that’s what 
you expect, make it clear.

what is the SCope of the ServiCes You neeD? There’s no point in being depressed that 
the agency hasn’t thought through fulfillment issues, if you never hinted they should.

inteGration: If you expect to ‘super-charge’ your campaign by linking your advertising, 
online, sales promotion, DM and PR into a cohesive campaign... make sure everyone has 
a copy of the same hymn sheet.
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This should be complemented by a full team review. And if you’re going to do a full 
competitive review every three years, say so now.
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pay ment: Sadly, the agency will expect to be paid. How? The professional  
fees versus commission debate is just about dead, but was never that interesting.  
The first agent, William Taylor, charged sixpence to place an ad plus the cost of a letter. 
So, he was in the ‘fees’ camp. I would say that fees are fairer, but that commission 
is simpler to agree. But I would suggest, more strongly, that the agency should not be 
treated as a commodity service. That would have dire consequences. It is essential that 
the agency makes a profit on your account. Negotiate as you would with any professional 
service provider who has the potential to generate added value to your business.

CommuniCation: Once you’ve established what each partner expects you’ll need to agree 
standards and styles of communication. The basic principle is that everyone should 
speak their mind, though I’m sure we all know some people for whom this is bad advice. 
Apart from such individuals – and they won’t know who they are – you should listen to 
the March Hare and “say what you mean” and to Alice, “mean what you say”. Preferably 
face to face. 

In real life, I’ve found that Post-it notes attached to shirts with the words “Is that 
what you call ironing?” have been less than effective. It is essential that grievances are 
not harboured. They must be floated out freely and discussed thoroughly. Nor should 
you begrudge giving praise (when it’s due of course). 

You should also agree when you will review and on what basis. You and the account 
head at the agency should meet every six months to discuss all aspects of the relationship. 
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if all this seems a heavy process to put yourself through, bear in mind that the idea is 
to have the same agency for a long time – say five years or more. Remember also that 

they can do wonders for your business. The right agency is worth the effort.

But you are busy. And the working week of the modern marketing person often has 
plenty of other pressures than agency selection. 

Life, you may be thinking, is too short for all this. Surely there is an easier way? All 
I’m looking for is a half decent press ad. It’s true, we have been concentrating on the 
Classic Pitch. 

And indeed, you have at least two obvious options:

 1. Call the guys you used in your last job 

 2. Just get ‘somebody’ in – if we like the work they can have the business

These are not uncommon – maybe the most common methods? And not necessarily 
to be ashamed of. 

Option 1 – you might call it the “Old Pals' Pitch” or “Friends Reunited” which can 
be a tad comfortable, dare I say lazy? Potentially, it’s a way of avoiding ever running a 
pitch. You simply take your mates with you: job done. But there’s a scary variant where 
it’s not your mates, it’s the CEO’s mates. Are you still happy?

Option 2 – Let’s call it “Street drag”. This can work, but only by chance. Get who 
in? The local design shop that’s really a printer? This can be time-consuming and often 
convinces all concerned that once you’ve wasted the time on some misguided attempt to 
stimulate the local economy, you now need a proper pitch.
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So, of course there’s Option 3 – the Pragma Pitch. The 5 key steps are:

 – Invest time in perfecting your brief

 – Give the brief to 2 or 3 agencies – maybe one or two you already  
 – work with?

 – Work with them in developing the solution – all at once – challenging  
 – but worth it

 – Take an early ‘tissue-session’ where they show you no-holds-barred    
–       directional thinking sketched on today’s health-conscious alternative    
–       to the back-of-a-fag-packet. (This forces you to judge the ideas as ideas,   
–       not as artworks – an almost lost art on the client side. Indeed, the way   
–       substantial thinking can be blown away by a pretty Photoshop souff lé   
–       nowadays is close to criminal.)

	 –	Decide	on	your	optimal	team.	Maybe	you	can	pick	the	best	fit	from	 
 – all the agencies? 

Simple. All done in three weeks: collegiate, grown up solutions with guaranteed 
buy-in from all your colleagues; at least the ones you involved. That’s the theory. Before 
the practice, a final piece of advice (a hot tip if you will, but minus the gamble bit). Get 
in touch with IAS SMARTS. Marketing insight. Nice people. End of story. 
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www.iassmarts.com

BELFAST
157-159 High Street
Holywood, County Down
BT18 9HU

t: 028 9039 5500
f: 028 9039 5600
e: hello@iassmarts.com

GLASGOW
226 West George Street
Glasgow
G2 2PQ

t: 0141 222 2040
f: 0141 222 2030
e: buzz@iassmarts.com

 
BIRMINGHAM
9 Apex, Embassy Drive
Edgbaston, Birmingham 
B15 1TP

t: 0121 456 3199
f: 0121 456 3192
e: enquiries@iassmarts.com

MANCHESTER
Queens Avenue
Macclesfield, Cheshire
SK10 2BN

t: 01625 43 43 43
f: 01625 43 43 35
e: b2b@iassmarts.com

EDINBURGH
100 Ocean Drive
Leith Docks, Edinburgh
EH6 6JJ

t: 0131 555 0425
f: 0131 555 5591
e: bing@iassmarts.com

LONDON
Crabtree Hall, 70 Crabtree  
Lane, Fulham, London
SW6 6LW

t: 020 7386 3500
f: 020 7386 0453
e: catalyst@iassmarts.com

IAS SMARTS trade under 
Catalyst in London




